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Global analysis of gene expression 
using cDNA microarrays is now a com-
monly used strategy for defining the 
repertoire of genes that are expressed in 
cell lines or tissue samples. The overall 
quality of a microarray data set is high-
ly dependent on each step of the pro-
cedure, from spotting to image acqui-
sition and data extraction. Therefore, 
every attempt to provide quality control 
to these various steps will improve the 
quality of the data set and, consider-
ing the costs of hybridization, have a 
positive impact on the project budget. 
The abundance and quality of RNA 
are critical issues, especially when the 
project involves clinical samples, in 
which minimally invasive techniques 
are used to obtain biopsy samples. 
In this scenario, RNA can be a limit-
ing step, and duplicate hybridizations 
with dye swap might not be feasible. 
To overcome this problem, several 
protocols that describe procedures for 
RNA amplification are available, and 
extensive comparative analysis of 
amplified (aRNA) and nonamplified 
RNAs has proven the validity of this 
approach (1–3). Concerning the quality 
of the RNA, one criterion that seems 
to be relevant is the ratio of 28S/18S 
of total RNA, which is an indicator of 
RNA degradation. Another important 
issue is the efficiency of the labeling 
reaction and, particularly in competi-
tive hybridizations using two distinct 
cDNA samples simultaneously, com-
parison of the specific activity of each 
labeled sample is critical to ensure not 
only equal target mass but also equal 
fluorescence intensity of each labeled 
cDNA. Here we describe a simple pro-

cedure that allows for the quality con-
trol of amplification and cyanine dye 
labeling of aRNA in a single step. The 
implementation of such controls can 
avoid hybridization with targets having 
low specific activity and, in the case of 
two-color hybridizations, allows for 
corrections in targets with differences 
in their specific activity that otherwise 
could compromise normalization.

In our experiment, 1.5 µg total RNA 
derived from a disease-free human 
esophagus obtained from our tumor 
bank were amplified by a T7-based 
protocol that was slightly modified from 
Wang et al. (3). After amplification, 
3 µg aRNA were labeled with either 
Cy™3- or Cy5- (Amersham Biosci-
ences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) αdCTP 
using random primer in two indepen-
dent reactions. For analysis, the samples 
of labeled cDNA were mixed and frac-
tionated through a 1% agarose gel that 
was mounted over a glass slide, and 
migration was performed along the lon-
ger axis of the slides using 1× TAE (40 
mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 9.0) 
and 60 V. To cast the gel, 2.5-mm poly-
carbonate plastic strips are fixed along 
the edge of one standard microscope 
glass slide (75 × 25 × 1 mm), which 
creates the gel box. The gel box is then 
placed into an electrophoresis apparatus 
(Horizon® 58; Whatman Biometra, 
Göttingen, Germany). The multiwell 
comb (14 teeth, 0.8 mm thick; What-
man Biometra) is carefully adjusted to 
the gel box, which is then filled with 1% 
agarose/1× TAE. After 15 min, the comb 
is removed, and the apparatus is filled 
with 1× TAE. One microliter of each 
Cy3- and Cy5-labeled samples (repre-

senting 1:34 of final volume) was mixed 
with 1 µL 3× DNA loading buffer (15% 
glycerol, 3× TAE, 0.75% bromophenol 
blue) and loaded into each well. The 
fluorescent size marker was prepared by 
mixing 1 µL DNA ladder, 1 µL 3× DNA 
loading buffer, and 1 µL 10× fluorescent 
dye (Vistra Green™; Amersham Biosci-
ences). The electrophoresis unit was 
covered with aluminum foil to protect 
the gel from light, and electrophoresis 
was allowed for 45 min at 60 V. The 
slide was then placed into a Gene-
TAC™2000, which is a charge-coupled 
device (CCD)-based microarray analyz-
er (Genomic Solutions, Ann Arbor, MI, 
USA). The images were acquired with 
the use of a ScanArray® confocal laser 
scanner (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, 
Gaithersburg, MD, USA), and the signal 
intensity for all spots was obtained using 
QuantArray® microarray analysis soft-
ware (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). Fig-
ure 1 illustrates data analysis performed 
with the GT tool, which is available with 
the software package. 

In Figure 1A, we show the com-
posite image of the gel captured by 
individual channels. From left to 
right, there are Cy5- and Cy3-labeled 
samples mixed at proportions of 1:2, 
1:1, and 2:1, the Cy3-labeled alone, 
and size markers. Figure 1B shows 
the same image, and the boxes used 
for signal quantification are depicted. 
Box 4 has the same area as boxes 1, 
2, and 3 and was used to correct for 
background. In Figure 1C, we have 
the total signal intensity for each chan-
nel (Cy3 in green and Cy5 in red) and 
the respective ratios. The image can 
be used as a second criterion for the 
efficiency of amplification, together 
with the necessary quantification in 
a spectrophotometer or the necessary 
quantification of amplified RNA. Visu-
al inspection of the sample profile will 
indicate whether the size distribution 
is compatible with the expected linear 
amplification mRNAs. Although this 
information can also be obtained with 
commercial products, our procedure 
can provide additional critical informa-
tion; namely, the efficiency of labeling. 
Figure 1, B and C, shows that it is pos-
sible to quantify signal intensity from 
labeled cDNAs, and the expected ratios 
from the artificial mixture are virtually 
identical to the experimentally obtained 
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ratios. By quantifying signal intensity 
before hybridization, one can detect 
undesired discrepancies between the 
two labeled samples and repeat label-
ing steps, reducing cost and avoiding 
data that could impact normalization. 
To further demonstrate the utility 
of this procedure, we used the same 
cDNA mixtures from Figure 1 to hy-
bridize a glass array having 2075 spots 
and determined the correlation between 
data from each channel on each slide 
(Figure 2). After hybridization, the im-
age was acquired on the confocal laser 
scanner, and the data were extracted 
using QuantArray software. Data 
analysis was performed using R (http://
cran.r-project.org/), an open source 
interpreted computer language for sta-
tistical computation and graphics, and 
tools from the Bioconductor project, 
adapted to our needs. The Bioconduc-
tor project is an international initiative 
based on R and dedicated to the devel-
opment of tools for the analysis and 
interpretation of genomic data (http://
www.bioconductor.org). We filtered 
spots for signal higher than background 
and determined the correlation of data 
from each channel on all three slides. 
From the data presented in Figure 1C, 
one would expect to have three curves 
with overall ratios of 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1. 

The first step in the analysis of 
microarray data is the normalization, 
which is a procedure that is used to 
compensate for systematic sources 
of variation (4,5). For slides that are 
printed on the same batch, as is our 
case, those procedures usually only 
involve within-slide normalization, in 
which effects associated with the dye 
or printing pin are eliminated. Dye ef-
fects are usually quite important, and 
comparisons of measurements of dif-
ferent dyes often become interpretable 
only after the appropriate normaliza-
tion step. However, due to the nature of 
our experimental design, normalization 
would mask the expected differences; 
thus, we plotted the raw data with no 
normalization steps. Figure 2B shows 
the scatter plots of Cy5 (channel 2) 
versus Cy3 (channel 1) measured 
intensities in log-scale for our three 
slides, indicated by red (slide 3, 2:1 for 
Cy5 and Cy3), black (slide 1, 1:1), and 
blue (slide 2, 1:2 for Cy5 and Cy3). As 
can be observed, the three sets of data 

Figure 1. Quantification of labeling efficiency using a mini-agarose gel and a charge-coupled de-
vice (CCD)-based microarray analyzer. Total RNA was amplified and labeled with Cy3 or Cy5 by 
random priming. The samples of labeled cDNAs were fractionated through a 1% agarose gel, and the 
image was acquired with a GeneTAC 2000 microarray analyzer. (A) Images of samples mixed (from 
left to right) at ratios of 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1 for Cy3 and Cy5, respectively. The forth lane is a Cy3-labeled 
sample, followed by the size marker. (B) Boxes that were used to calculate labeled efficiency. (C) A his-
togram showing the total counts for each channel in the three boxes and the corresponding ratio between 
Cy3- and Cy5-labeled cDNAs.

Figure 2. Correlation between intensity ratios determined by scanning of glass slide electropho-
resis and by hybridization. (A) Labeled cDNA mixtures were hybridized against glass arrays. An 
image was acquired using a ScanArray confocal laser scanner, and the signal intensity for all spots was 
obtained using QuantArray microarray analysis software. (B) A scatter plot of log-transformed signal in-
tensities for both channels of the same slide as indicated in panel A, without any normalization step. (C) 
The obtained slope regression coefficient value when comparing signal intensities of the same channel 
for all slides. In the horizontal lines, there are slide numbers and ratios of labeled cDNA mixed for each 
hybridization. In the vertical lines, there are the coefficient values for the indicated comparisons.
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points are distributed along lines that 
represent the expected differences in 
signal intensity from each channel. 
Without a systematic dye effect or 
after proper normalization, we would 
see three sets of data points along three 
equally spaced lines parallel with slope 
one. On the other hand, the direct com-
parison of measurements for each dye 
on different slides can be interpreted 
with no normalization because our 
experimental setting does not require 
across-slide normalization. Therefore, 
the most direct way to assess the effi-
ciency of RNA amplification and Cy3 
and Cy5 dye incorporation during RNA 
labeling is to directly compare mea-
sured quantities for each channel on 
pairs of slides. Figure 2C illustrates the 
results of these comparisons. For each 
channel, we show the estimated slope 
for the corresponding intensity com-
parison, which corresponds precisely 
to the expected values.

This procedure can be used to 
monitor the quality of targets after the 
very last step of the labeling protocol, 
without compromising the amount of 
labeled target available for hybridiza-
tion. Importantly, other commercially 
available products can efficiently con-
trol for amplification but cannot deter-
mine the efficiency of the labeling re-
action because this would require laser 
excitation or equivalent wavelengths. 
Furthermore, one can determine label 
efficiency using data (Figure 1C) to 
correct for the specific activity of la-
beled targets to facilitate data normal-
ization. In the case of greater differenc-
es in labeling efficiency, one can repeat 
the labeling step prior to hybridization, 
thus avoiding data of lower quality that 
could impose potential distortions dur-
ing normalization and eliminating the 
costs of hybridization.
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The ability to shuffle and combine 
separate DNA fragments is one of the 
most fundamental activities in mo-
lecular biology. For this reason, in vitro 
manipulation of bacterial plasmid DNA 
using restriction enzymes is a staple 
technique of virtually every molecular 
biologist. Unfortunately, the position 
and availability of unique or rare re-
striction enzyme recognition sequences 
typically dictate the entire direction of 
subcloning strategies.  

Recombinational cloning techniques 
based on homologous recombination in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be used 
to circumvent tedious multiple-step 
plasmid construction strategies with-
out the need for specific restriction 
sites (1–4). Unfortunately, the time 
investment and additional workload 
associated with the isolation and char-
acterization of the desired recombinant 
plasmid from heterogeneous popula-
tions of  S. cerevisiae transformants is 
a limitation of these otherwise valuable 
techniques.  

The screening workload associ-
ated with in vivo plasmid construction 
techniques in S. cerevisiae has been 
partially abrogated by the use of various 
counter-selection techniques to isolate 
yeast transformants containing only 

recombinant plasmid (1,3).  However, 
these useful systems have, to this point, 
been limited exclusively to the construc-
tion of specific yeast expression vectors 
or required time-consuming replica 
plating to distinguish yeast transfor-
mants carrying recombinant plasmid. 
Here we describe a general method for 
URA3-based counter-selection during 
recombinational cloning that effectively 
eliminates the growth of background 
yeast transformants carrying regener-
ated acceptor plasmid by selecting for 
the growth of yeast containing only 
recombinant plasmid. Positive yeast 
transformants generated using this 
technique harbor exclusively the recom-
binant plasmid of interest without the 
need for replica plating (Figure 1). 

The utility of the URA3-based 
counter-selection technique was dem-
onstrated during in vivo construction of 
adenovirus E1-deletion rescue plasmids 
(used for the production of recombi-
nant adenovirus vectors). The in vitro 
manipulation of such viral genomes as 
bacterial plasmids is typically difficult 
due to their large size and general lack 
of unique or rare restriction sites within 
the virus coding regions being ma-
nipulated. An adenovirus rescue vector 
capable of undergoing recombinational 


